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An Interactive
LIVE WAREHOUSE
exhibition

Workpoint Enter tainment,
Bangpoon, Muang Pathumthani

Breaking away from the traditional Materials Handling Exhibition, with its high overhead and limited
quality audiences, an enterprising group of International companies has formed a consortium to organize
their own private exhibition.
In this exhibition, visitors will be able to view a comprehensive range of storage systems, using fully
operational forklift trucks. Using the original concept of having “live” exhibits, this will give customers a
far better perception of how the equipment can be operated.
Besides being able to view the exhibits “live”, there will also be a short individual 20-minute
company presentations running throughout the 2 days so that visitors can have a deeper understanding
of exhibitors.

HIGHLIGHT OF EXHIBITORS
BEUMER has specialized in the design and supply of material handling and
packaging systems used in the warehouse. BEUMER, headquarter in Germany,
has also the regional office in Thailand and will exhibit the Packaging Technology.
CoGri Asia, armed with more than 20 years of experience in design/
build, construction and upgrading of industrial concrete floorings, will be
showcasing floor tolerance measurement, high tolerance flooring technology, and
refurbishment solutions.
Crisplant, a sorting solutions and service provider for modern logistic systems and
material handling solutions, will showcase their innovative sorting technology and
control systems.
Crown Equipment Corporation, the award-winning electric lift trucks provider will
introduce the Wave, an electric order picker, for high rise shelving system together
with their electric range of high rise reach trucks, with other equipment working,
double deep and drive in displays.
ESI is a consultancy and provider of Interim specialist management to the Asian
Supply Chain, Logistics and Warehousing Industry. From assisting clients throughout Asia, ESI will demonstrate the benefits of utilising global best practice in local
warehouse design.
GREATWALL (1988) CO., LTD, with more than 30 years of experience in the
field of insulator production, will display insulated wall and ceiling system for
controlled-temperature warehouse.
Interroll, one of the world’s leading specialists within the field of materials
handling, logistics and automation, will have exhibits of live pallet and push back
storage, fully operational with Crown trucks.

HIGHLIGHT OF EXHIBITORS
LOSCAM provides high quality, efficient and environmentally sustainable returnable packaging solutions and equipment used to store and move products through
supply chains. Loscam pallets will be used throughout the display area during the
exhibition.
SSI Schaefer, an integrated storage solutions provider will feature their new
Schaefer Orbiter System, electric mobile racks, pick to light demos on live storage
beds and will introduce WAMAS their new WMS system, for the retail/Dc industry.

How do I register or
get more information?
Visitor
Registration

Please contact
Ms Sunee Borvornteerakul @
sunee@ssi-schaefer.co.th
or
+662 204 0205 ext. 207

Website
Information

http://www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com

Exhibitors

General Information
Exhibition opening hours
30 June 2010
11.00am - 8.00pm
1 July 2010		
11.00am - 8.00pm
Venue
Workpoint Entertainment pcl.
99 Moo2 Bangpoon, Muang
Pathumthani,
Pathumthani, 12000 Thailand

